
Buzz Sutherland is a man who is sincerely and seriously committed to entertaining
audiences with humor that is 100% clean and 200% funny.
Buzz has been at the very top of the college comedy world winning Comedian of
the Year honors a record 16 times. He was named Comedian of the Year by the
National Association of Campus Activities (NACA) and he was named overall
Entertainer of the Year by NACA the final year of the awards. Described by
students and entertainers alike as “one of the finest entertainers in the business”,
his quick wit, unmatched charisma, and ability to work clean have taken Buzz to
the very top of the comedy world! Indeed, from the top Corporations to the very
finest Cruise ships around the world (118 countries and counting) Buzz has
performed on HBO’s Comic Relief and MTV’s Half Hour Comedy Hour as well as
CMT, Disney and so so many other shows, venues and ships. He takes the most
pride in performing constantly for our men and women in uniform and loves to
have these Warriors in his audience!! HOOAH!!

The Association for the Promotion of Campus Activities (APCA) has named him
comedian of the year 5 times and overall performer of the year twice. Most
recently the readers of Campus Activities Magazine voted Buzz Sutherland their
comedian of the year for 2004 for the 4th year in a row. Described by students and
entertainers alike as "one of the finest entertainers in the business," his quick wit,
unmatched charisma and ability to work clean have taken Buzz Sutherland to the
very top of the college comedy world! Buzz Sutherland has performed on HBO's
Comic Relief and MTV's Half Hour Comedy Hour.
Whether delivering his new keynote “Customer Service: Your Front Line” or his
hysterical after dinner c...

Testimonials

Buzz Sutherland

Buzz was one of the funniest banquet speakers we have ever had, and I am
taking full credit for booking him!

- Missouri Municipal League, Executive Director.

“As a meeting planner, it is always a challenge to choose entertainment that
will appeal to a majority of 1200 attendees. In 27 years of conferences, you are
the first entertainer we’ve ever had that received a standing ovation. ”

- Warehousing Education & Research Council.
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